BlazeClan achieves Amazon Web Services NextGeneration MSP Partner Status
BlazeClan's Cloud Managed Services improves overall performance of
organizations by allowing them to focus on critical business services to increase
productivity.
BlazeClan maintains AWS APN Premier and Managed Services partner status
and has amassed a collection of AWS awards, including Customer Obsession
2014 and 2015, Partner of the Year 2015 – ASEAN and Consulting Partner of the
Year - India 2017.
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BlazeClan Technologies, the leading cloud consulting company, is proud to be a part of Amazon
Web Services (AWS) Managed Service Provider (MSP) Partner Program for the third year in a row.
AWS Managed Services Partner status is well-earned through a stringent, rigorous, third-party audit
and fulfillment of all the stipulated criteria which covers how partners should plan, build, integrate,
operate, optimize, and provide security on AWS.
BlazeClan, one of the early AWS Premier consulting partners in India, helps clients in deploying and
managing AWS Cloud services effectively. BlazeClan’s MSP services status is not only for its innovative
offering across the AWS platform, but also making organizations believe that agility, automation and
cloud - all three, go hand-in-hand. BlazeClan has served more than 75+ clients and benefited them in
the cloud paradigm.
Expressing contentment, Varoon Rajani, CEO at BlazeClan Technologies said, “We are delighted to be
recognized for our impressive track record in bringing value to customers in a cloud environment. This
status is a reflection of BlazeClan’s commitment towards understanding the cloud challenges and
helping their customers overcomes confidently.”
Attaining AWS MSP status is the acknowledgment of BlazeClan’s knowledge and skills, business
practices, and comprehensive management life cycle capabilities that align with AWS standards.
Besides, the program also highlights and validates partners’ excellence in delivering cloud-based
solutions through a managed service model on the AWS platform. With the use of BlazeClan’s Cloud
Management Platform (CMP), the team ensures 24*7 monitoring of the AWS infrastructure,
monitoring of applications, support for AWS services, security review and setup and database
administration tasks. Our expert staff makes the automated on boarding process hassle-free and
smooth, ensuring active monitoring of the application along with custom reports providing actionable

insights. This unique approach brings a low-stress and fully managed stratagem that's resonated with
customers in the market,” Varoon added further.
Apart from CMP, BlazeClan also has built in-house big data platform - Cloudlytics, a SaaS based AWS
Specific platform used for collection of logs from multiple sources along with quick and easy
generation of dynamic statistics. Built from scratch, Cloudlytics has been already integrated with AWS
Cloud Trail, AWS VPC Flow Logs, OS System Logs, Trend Micro Deep Security Logs and many more.
BlazeClan’s highly qualified team of SysOps & DevOps engineers and best practices takes care of high
availability, capability and security of infrastructure and applications. BlazeClan also offers SLA,
customer support and helps throughout the cloud journey— end to end.
BlazeClan has a comprehensive customer portfolio from various verticals like media and
entertainment, banking, financial services and insurance industries, etc. Some of its top customers
include Domino’s, Viacom 18, Astro International and the Bombay Stock Exchange.
About AWS MSP Program
The AWS Managed Service Program is designed for qualified APN Consulting Partners who
demonstrate AWS customer success as well as a continuous commitment to customer obsession. In
conjunction with IT Service Management capabilities, APN Partners must also possess proficiency and
establish policies around providing services that assist in securing, monitoring, automation and
management of their customers’ infrastructure, associated databases and applications deployed on
AWS.
About BlazeClan Technologies
BlazeClan is a Premier AWS Cloud Consulting company, providing cloud consulting and managed
services. An organization that is born in the cloud, it has an international presence with offices
across the ASEAN region (Malaysia and Singapore), Europe (Belgium), U.S.A. and Canada, along with
a strong sales presence and primary delivery centre in India.
BlazeClan caters to a growing number of clients, with a focus on high-scale start-ups, independent
software vendors (ISVs) and enterprises. It offers services of cloud advisory migration and deployment,
and product development, as well as managed services and big data and analytics. Clients receive the
benefits of agility to business, reduced cost of operation, decreased time to market and the scalability
of enterprise workloads. The organization works with numerous clients including Fraser & Neave,
Domino’s, Mondelez International, Astro International, Viacom 18, Cox & Kings, and the Bombay Stock
Exchange (BSE).

